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Water-Right® Releases InterFlo®, A Single-Stage Drinking Water Solution

InterFlo Provides a New, Entry-Level Option for Safe Drinking Water

APPLETON, Wis. — Water-Right®, a leading original equipment manufacturer (OEM) in the water treatment industry, is proud to announce the release of InterFlo®. InterFlo is an every-level, certified drinking water solution for residential and commercial applications.

InterFlo is an under the counter carbon block filter specifically designed to install on any water line. InterFlo features a 2 gallon per minute flow rate, integrated bracket, and hermetically sealed cartridge. Its wide array of residential and commercial applications makes InterFlo a great addition to Water-Right’s drinking water line-up. InterFlo can be used in homes on the cold-water line of kitchen and bathroom faucets, refrigerator ice and water lines, vegetable sinks, and more. Iced tea and coffee machines, ice machines, beverage stations, and break rooms are just some of the commercial applications for InterFlo.

Installation of InterFlo can be done vertically or horizontally, and the package includes all the necessary fittings, tubing, screws, and plumbing adaptors needed. For homes, InterFlo can connect directly to the main faucet, or an additional faucet can be installed to give the homeowner a dedicated tap for the filtered water. Cartridge replacement is a simple, quick process requiring no tools and no handling of the filters inside to reduce contamination.

InterFlo is tested and certified by IAPMO R&T lab and IAPMO R&T against NSF/ANSI Standards 42, 53, 372, and CSA B 483.1. InterFlo reduces chlorine, dirt, submicron particles, and health contaminants such as lead, cryptosporidium, and giardia cysts. Its carbon block filter is impregnated with silver, providing protection against bacterial growth.

InterFlo will be available to all of Water-Right’s customer channels, including its branded dealer network and wholesale distribution.

###

About Water-Right, Inc.
Water-Right® has been manufacturing water treatment systems for residential and commercial applications since 1963. They support a factory-trained, nationwide network of water treatment professionals, wholesalers, and distributors, including a growing international market. Water-Right® is proud to manufacture all its products in the United States. Visit www.water-rightgroup.com for additional information.
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